HCD convening - issue selection
July 15th, 2021

WELCOME MESSAGE FROM
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THANK YOU TO INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS

● Fort Bend Habitat for Humanity
● Katy Responds
● Fort Bend Seniors
● Katy Christian Ministries
● Human Needs Ministry
● United Way of Greater Houston
● Attack Poverty
● Fort Bend Family Promise
● Fort Bend County Oﬃce of Homeland Security & Emergency Management
● Lamar Consolidated ISD
● Houston Apartment Association
● City of Rosenberg
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INTRODUCTIONS - UPSTREAM THINKING

Melissa Young

Paul Noble-Campbell

Paul Kramer

Upstream Partner
Project Manager

Upstream Partner
Project Lead

Upstream Partner
Project Strategist
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AGENDA FOR TODAY

● Human-Centered Design Overview
● Approach
○ Current definition of issue
○ Structure
● Issues identified
● Issue discussion and selection
● Next Steps
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HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN OVERVIEW
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APPROACH: WHERE WE ARE
PHASE I:

DEVELOP INTERNAL VIEW OF CHALLENGE

PHASE II:

DEVELOP CLIENT VIEW
OF CHALLENGE

PHASE III:

DEFINE HIGH IMPACT OPPS +
REPEATABLE PROCESS
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APPROACH: WHERE WE ARE
PHASE II:

PHASE I:

DEVELOP CLIENT VIEW
OF CHALLENGE

DEVELOP INTERNAL VIEW OF CHALLENGE

PHASE III:

DEFINE HIGH IMPACT OPPS +
REPEATABLE PROCESS

STAKEHOLDER
INTERVIEWS

DEFINE ISSUES
AFFECTING FBC

INITIAL FILTERING

STAKEHOLDER
FILTERING

REFINE
SELECTED ISSUE

[SECONDARY
RESEARCH]

[SUITABILITY
FOR PROJECT]

[SURVEY]

[STAKEHOLDER
INTERVIEW
SYNTHESIS]

FINALIZE ISSUE
[CONVENING]
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APPROACH: CURRENT DEFINITION OF ISSUE
Improve our vulnerable neighbors’ ability to secure or maintain safe and stable housing
following an adverse event with community-wide affects, through:
● Short-term ﬁnancial assistance (for paying rent, mortgage, and/or utilities)
● Home repair/rebuild
EVENT TYPES:
● Hurricane
● Floods
● Winter storm
● COVID
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APPROACH: STRUCTURE

1. Explored three stages:
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APPROACH: STRUCTURE

Pathway 1: Avoid crisis

Pathway 2: Experience crisis, then recover
FIRST TIME USERS
SOMETIMES USERS

Pathway 3 Experience crisis, get stuck in crisis
SUPER USER

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Pathway 4: Experience a crisis, rebuild stronger
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APPROACH: STRUCTURE

1. Explored three stages:
● Prevention
● In-crisis
● Recovery
2. Captured challenges for:
● First Time User
● Sometimes User
● Super User
● Service Provider
3. Identiﬁed drivers that help or hinder someone’s pathway.
4. Codiﬁed drivers into 32 Themes
5. Synthesised results into Gaps and Opportunities
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SELECTING THE REFINED ISSUE
PREVENTION

EVENT

IN-CRISIS & RECOVERY

A] INSURANCE

D] IMPROVE COORDINATION OF SUPPORT SERVICES

Increase use of home & ﬂood insurance to increase
ﬁnancial preparedness for weather events

Improve the effectiveness of aid application,
referrals, and follow ups

B] PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE
Prevent damage to homes during weather events
through preemptive home maintenance

C] PREEMPTIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Provide preemptive assistance to keep up with
mortgages or rents; and stay in their homes
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A] INSURANCE - Increase use of home & ﬂood insurance to increase ﬁnancial preparedness for weather events
WHY:

METRICS:

FOR WHO:

● Poor understanding of insurance
● Lack of sufficient insurance prevents households repairing weather event damage
● Lack of understanding of insurers’ process slows repairs/rebuilds

Increase numbers of homes insured
Decrease the frequency of people forced out of homes
Fewer evictions and foreclosures

Current and potential clients of financial literacy service providers
Current and potential clients of home repair service providers
Homeowners and renters

"Families need navigator services to help deal with insurance companies.”
“We want the navigators to be their travel companion not their travel agent so the client learns
how to navigate on their own"
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A] INSURANCE - Increase use of home & ﬂood insurance to increase ﬁnancial preparedness for weather events

PROS

May make home repairs/rebuilds more affordable
Frees up FBC financial resources applied to home repairs for other areas

CONS

Insurance is expensive - may not be available in a flood plain
Hard to consistently maintain insurance
Doesn’t address lack of livable wage and housing affordability
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B] PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE - Prevent damage to homes during weather events

WHY:

METRICS:

FOR WHO:

● Few services and funding for prevention
● Funds invested in preventative maintenance save repair costs many times over
● Some people not physically able to repair homes.

Reduced number of homes needing emergency repairs following weather events
Reduced repair costs following weather events

Current and potential clients of home repair service providers
Homeowners

“Every dollar spent on mitigation (maintenance) saves $6”.
"We find out too late - exponentially increases costs to help them
- roof goes from a $500 fix to a $5,000 fix."
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B] PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE - Prevent damage to homes during weather events

PROS

More efficient way to invest available funds
Create more impact (a stitch in time, saves nine)

CONS

Hard to determine eligibility
Hard to measure effectiveness
May not appeal to other donors
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C] PREEMPTIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE - Help keep up with mortgages/rents & stay in their homes
WHY:

METRICS:

FOR WHO:

● The majority of financial services for housing are not aimed at diverting crises
● Diverting crises maybe a more effective use of funds than reacting once it happens

Fewer evictions
Fewer foreclosures

Current and potential clients of home repair service providers
Homeowners

"They don't want to have to lose everything to get assistance."
"If someone called us today (May 4th) and said ‘Hey I know I’m going to have trouble paying my rent in June’,
we’d laugh.
But what a great job that person’s already done.
But they will not get the help, there’s not going to be something to work with them to divert that crisis.
Because most of the services will need to see an eviction notice or a court order...."
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C] PREEMPTIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE - Help keep up with mortgages/rents & stay in their homes

PROS

More cost effective to keep someone in their home than rehome
Less stress, more dignity for community members
Reduced risk and burden for property owners

CONS

Very resource intensive
Hard to determine eligibility
Hard to measure effectiveness
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D] IMPROVE COORDINATION OF CRISIS AND RECOVERY SERVICES - improve application, referrals, & follow ups

WHY:

METRICS:

FOR WHO:

● Referrals and follow ups reliant on relationships
● No central information for client case needs
● Complexity of application and eligibility

Quicker to apply for aid
Higher approval rates for aid applications
More timely “warm referrals” and follow-up to ensure appropriate aid is received

Current and potential clients of home repair service providers
Current and potential clients of financial assistance service providers
Mix of renters and homeowners

"Communication, coordination, and execution are the most powerful predictors of success in
disaster response". -Texas Congregational Disaster Readiness
"If we had additional resources and could provide better client coordination with those other
agencies, it would make our services overall more effective"
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D] IMPROVE COORDINATION OF CRISIS AND RECOVERY SERVICES - improve application, referrals, & follow ups

PROS

Pervasive issue for many providers
Reduces burden on clients (and providers)
Increases allocation effectiveness of finite resources

CONS

Ideal would be digital/tech solution - is it feasible?
Tech solution would require tech partner to develop and manage
Experience is still driven by regulatory requirements
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SELECTING THE REFINED ISSUE - SUMMARY
A] INSURANCE

PROS

May make home repairs/rebuilds more affordable
Frees up FBC financial resources applied to home repairs for other areas

Increase use of home & ﬂood insurance to
increase ﬁnancial preparedness for weather events

CONS

Insurance is expensive - may not be available in a flood plain
Doesn’t address lack of livable wage and housing affordability

B] PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE

PROS

More efficient way to invest available funds
Create more impact (a stitch in time, saves nine)

CONS

Hard to determine eligibility
Hard to measure effectiveness
May not appeal to other donors

PROS

More cost effective to keep someone in their home than rehome
Less stress, more dignity for community members
Reduced risk and burden for property owners

CONS

Very resource intensive
Hard to determine eligibility
Hard to measure effectiveness

D] IMPROVE COORDINATION OF SUPPORT
SERVICES

PROS

Pervasive issue for many providers
Reduces burden on clients (and providers)
Increases allocation effectiveness of finite resources

Improve the effectiveness of aid application,
referrals, and follow ups

CONS

Ideal would be digital/tech solution - is it feasible?
Tech solution would require tech partner to develop & manage
Experience is still driven by regulatory requirements

Prevent damage to homes during weather events
through preemptive home maintenance

C] PREEMPTIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Provide preemptive assistance to keep up with
mortgages or rents; and stay in their homes
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POLL
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WAYS YOU CAN STAY INVOLVED:

Help us find clients to speak with
Future convenings TBA
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